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A: Change the style as: Q: How to
check if a character is in the
middle of a word I have the
following problem. I need to check
if a character is in the middle of a
word. I have the following string
char str[]="word,word,word,word,
word,word,word,word,word"; I
want to know if there is some way
to check if there is a "", "," or
something else at the middle of the
word. If there is any "", "," or
something else in the middle of a
word I want to do something. A:
You can use strchr() to find the
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first character in the string: int i =
strchr(str, ','); if (i) { //found the
comma in the string. } This will
return the first index in the string,
or -1 if the character isn't found. A:
You can simply use strchr: char
*start; char *end; if ((start =
strchr(str, ','))!= NULL) { // do
something } else if ((end =
strrchr(str, ','))!= NULL) { // do
something else } Or you could use
strchr_s if you're using C99 or
greater. Q: CSS div's can't be styled
in Chrome - divs are hidden I have
a grid of div's, each with a
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different ID, which I wish to
position each one in a different
place. The div's are styled by ID,
but when I attempt to style them
individually, they're hidden. If I
change the class name, they're
displayed, but they're not in the
right position. So when I try to
style this: .s1,.s2,.s3{ padding-left:
15px; padding-top: 20px; } I get
this: With the correct positioning: I
can't see any real difference
between the two (apart from the
red arrow). Why isn't the class
being applied, and how can
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